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Learn to Love Black Hair
Even in the face of adversity. Even when mainstream media tells
you otherwise. Even when you’ve been told most of your life that
there is something inappropriate, or dysfunctional about the way
the strands on your head sprout naturally.
 
The simplest differences that separate you from whiteness, are so
political they shape the way society is allowed  to operate. But the
history behind Blackness, especially Black hair is so rich with
culture and enmeshed in how we perceive and continue to evolve
our relationship with hair.
 
 
If you’re non-Black and reading this, understand, when the group
of people with the most versatile and ostracized hair texture
(globally) say: “It’s not just hair,” believe them. Since the first
Black body was removed from their motherland(s) and relocated
to North American soil, our hair has been pinned against us. The
things Black people were taught about their hair   on the
plantations, are concepts we still carry today. They have even
grown to extend beyond the diaspora experience; impacting the
relationship Black people have with their hair, the industry -
specifically gatekeepers- of Black hair care, and
acceptability/conformity politics globally. The first act of violence
against Black hair was when they shaved the heads of Black bodies
stolen from Africa to transport them here, North America
(Bellinger, 2007). Immediately stripping them of their identities,
and lowering their status  (Bellinger, 2007).
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Because I think we can all agree, it
is not predominantly Black people.
And it should be. And how do we
work towards the Black
community becoming the main
suppliers of Black hair care to
develop more cyclical spending
habits?

By being conscious
consumers.By
producing Black hair
care products.By
purchasing from
Black Owned Hair
stores. By
purchasing Black
Owned hair care
products.

The History Of Black Hair

Then we moved onto the plantation, there were the house slaves and field
slaves. Eurocentric values - especially around femininity - impacted where
one was located. Lighter skin and looser coiled hair was framed as more
valuable, and deemed they were house slaves. Oftentimes, this could also
indicate that the enslaved had a partially European bloodline, increasing
their status within the plantation (Dawson, 2016). Whereas those with
stronger afrocentric features (darker skin, coiler hair etc) were placed to
work in the fields (Dawson, 2016). Much of this culture was framed by the
slave master(s) themselves: divide and conquer, the oldest trick in the book -
and it was effective. Until this day we see how the Black community
exercises terms like ‘good hair,’ with it carrying no relation to the HEALTH
of one's hair, rather, it’s in reference to its texture. There’s a lot more
surrounding this topic that might call for a part two, but these were the first
strategies used to teach us to despise one another, instead of identifying the
source of our collective oppressions.
 
 
The history of Black hair was also shaped by the scarcity of resources
available during this time, where they could no longer practice their
traditional routines of haircare. Forcing us to develop new ones, within very
constrained margins. And in some ways, I think, that our community was
innovative enough to reinvent ways to care for their hair using resources
they weren’t accustomed to. From the ways in which we’ve utilized hair
braiding to create the maps to escape to freedom, or the communal hair
braiding on Sunday’s by the adult women for all of the plantation: for the
Black community, it has always been ‘more than just hair.’ And the rejection
we see of natural Black hair, or afrocentric hair styling today in society, in
the workplace, in the educational or community programming setting is
closely tied to how they emerged (acceptability politics between slave
owners, and who could keep their property well groomed), and what this
hair resulted in (slaves who escaped to freedom = loss of property).
 
 When we see a push back from the Black community reacting to non-Black
people practicing our hairstyling methods for fun and rebranding (braids,
du-rags, beads, loc’s etc)  it is because not only were we, and continue to be
scrutinized and ostracized for creating it - but, being non-Black makes it
acceptable and non-Black’s are praised for it. Even with such a rich history,
even in the midst of  developing a pride for the heritage that our hair alone
carries: our social and physical communities are continuously being used
for extraction in the development of other communities and being
presented as new  or recent trends, erasing its rich origins. This also
provides the space for reflection:Who are our hair care providers? Who
owns the Black hair care brands? Who distributes the Black hair care
brands?  Who are the gatekeepers of Black hair care?
 

Stay informed, Stay connected, We got you.
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